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Dear Mr. I<aIz:

UBS Financial Services Inc. (the "Firm ") appreciates this opportunity t o respond to Municipal
Securities Ruiemaking Board ("MSRB") Notice 2005-36 (SEC Release No. 34-52235, the "Notice ")
issued by the MSRB on June 21, 2005 and filed with the Secur~t~es
and Exchange Commission ("SEC"),
in which the MSRB proposed an amendment to Rule G-37 and certain Questions and Answers
("Q&AsU)regarding the ability of broker-dealers and municipal finance professionals ( " MFPs") to makc
and solicit contributions to political party and PAC committees. The Firm has an interest in this Rule as
it is one of the most active partxipants in the municipal securities industry ("lndustry"), and indeed last
year was the top-ranked Industry underwriter in the United States, managing issuances worth over $46
billion.
The Firm has consistently supported the elimination of pay-to-play practices. We further
support the MSRB's efforts to close any loopholes that may be used .to make contributions that dealers
may reasonably foresee will make their way to issuer officials.
The Firm joins The Bond Market Association ("TBMA") comments concerning the Notice,
detailed in TBMA's written response t o the SEC's request for comments. For all the reasons expressed
in those comments as well as the arguments below, the Firm requests that the SEC: (1) reject l:he
proposed Q&As as they relate t o contributions to party committees and PACs because .they do not
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establish clear Constitutional standards upon \ ~ h i c hthe lndustry may rely; (2) alternatively, create an
express exemption from the proposed Q&As for contributions made to national party committees and
federal leadership PACs (controlied by members of Congress), given the lack of a nexus between these
federal entities and state and local issuer officials; and (3) modify the amendment to the Rule
prohibiting solicitations of contributions to a state or local party committee so that broker-dealers and
MFPs are permrtted to solicit contributions t o the same extent they are able to make contributions.
Since it was enacted, Rule G-37has significantly reduced the political contributions made by
dealers and the~rMFPs. As a result, we believe the Rule has significantly reduced, i f not eliminated, payto-play practices in the Industry. This success comes w ~ t ha price, however, because the Rule also has
the effect of denying certain MFPs the right to participate in the polit~calprocess and creating significant
compliance burdens for the Industry. Before the SEC approves what we believe to be a significant
expansion of the scope of the Rule, we urge that it consider carefully the impact and implications of
the proposed expansion, among which are that the Rule would for the first time, purport to regulate
activity that does not. involve a dealer or MFP giving financial support to elected officials with influence
over the issuance of negotiated municipal securities transactions ("Issuer Officials").
Rule G-37's stated purpose is " t o ensure that the high standards and integrity [of the lndustry
are maintained] t o protect investors and the public interest." \Ale applaud that goal and support efforts
to advance it. However, G-37 is limi~edby its terms to politicai contributions made to lssuer 0.fficials.
The Rule does not encompass other interactions and relationships that could possibly affect the
relationship between lssuer Officials and Dealers. The proposed interpretation of the Rule goes beyond
the stated goal of G-37 and beyond .the regulation of political contributions t o lssuer 0f.ficials. Instead,
the proposal could restrict thousands of MFPs' contributions that have absolutely no relation to Issuer
Officials. Even where there is no cause t o restrict contributions, the Q&As require probing and
intimidating question of Dealer employees' personal political activities. The vagaries in the proposed
Q&As would impose new and unwarranted restrictions on Constitutionally protected political activity
without any clear indication that such a vast expansion 0.1 the Rule is \~arranted.
A.

The lndustry Needs a Clear Objective Uniform Standard

The Q&As would expand the scope of G-37 because of the new ways that the MSRB expects
Dealers to scrutinize party and PAC conTributions. The proposed Rule, for the first time, purports to
classify some contributions as indirect contributions to lssuer Officials even if the money in question IS
never given t o any lssuer Official. As a result, contributions to parties and PACs by a dealer or its MFPs
could result in a ban on conducting municipal securities business. This is a very severe consequence and
thus, it is critical that a clear objectw standard be applied before such a penalty can be imposed.
The Q&As do not establish such a standard, but rather establish a subjective standard thal
would be difficult and burdensome t o administer. The I\iotice states:

In order t o ensure compliance with Rule G-27(c) as it relates to payments to politrcal
parties or PACs and Rule G-37(d), each dealer must adopt, maintain and enforce
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written supervisory procedures . . . . For example, a dealer's written supervisory
procedures might provide that, if the dealer or any of its MFPs want to make payments
.to political parties or PACs, the dealer must perform adequate due diligence prior to
allowing political party or PAC payments by the dealer or its MFPs to reasonably ensure
that neither the dealer nor its MFPs are using payments to political parties or non-dealer
controlled PACs t o contribute indirectly to an official of an issuer.lSi] Such due diligence
also might include inquiring about and documenting the intent or motive in making the
payment, whether the party payment or PAC contribution was solicited by anyone, and
if so, the identification of the person soliciting the party payment and a record of
written solicitations. This information will assist the dealer in determining whether the
facts and circumstances surroundtng the payment support the reason given for making
the payment.
This interpretative guidance for Rule G-37 is vague and will lead t o disparate application. The
due diligence suggested requires a dealer to have a compliance system that is able to determine the
MFPs "intent or motive" in making the contribution, and make decisions based on those subjective
criteria. Assuming a broker-dealer can design an effectwe compliance system to ascertain motivation
with a fair degree of certainty, the Q&A is unclear because it fails to define the molivation(s) that should
result in a contribution being classified as an indirect contribution to an lssuer Official. Moreover, the
Q&A exceeds both the language in G-37 as welt as Constitu.tional limitations, as it purports t o restrict
contributions based on motivation and intent regardless of whether the money is being given, directly
or indirectly, to an lssuer Official.
In the eleven years since the adoption of G-37, the Industry developed policies and procedures
based in large part on Q&A and other interpretive guidance From the MSRB. This custom and practice,
which we believe has been fady consistently applied by the Dealer community, requires Dealers and
their MFPs to follow their money and get assurances that their money \ ~ o u l dnot be contributed to
lssuer Officials. it was possible to administer this standard and to take steps to prevent broker-dealer
and MFP money from being contributed to lssuer Officials. Now, .!he MSRB has replaced the clear test
with a vague and uncertain standard that puts a Dealer at risk of a possible ban on business if it or its
MFPs contribute to party or PAC committees. The proposed Q&A should be rejected in favor of
existing law that creates a clear test that does not involve assessments of subjective motivations.

'

The Q&A also vastly Increases the burden on Dealel-5' compliance systems. By shift~ngthe required
1
due diligence from an ~nquiryinto the committee or account to which the proposed contr~butionis being
made to an inquiry into motivations, the MSRB is by defin~tonrequrring .that each approval involve separate
and distinct due diligence. Under exsting law, once satisfied that a particular potttical committee w a s n0.i:
contributing to lssuer Officials, a Dealer could make contributions to that committee and permit its employees
to do likewise. The proposed Q&As will require due diligence for each party or PAC contribution proposed,
regardless of the Dealer's knowledge of the organ~zation'sa ctivities.
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B.

National Party Committees and Federal Leadership PACs

While there may be party committee and PAC contributions that are in reality indirect
contributions to lssuer Officials, there are clearly some party and PAC committees that do not act as a
conduit for lssuer Officials. With regard to the former, these contribut~onshave been prohibited since
1994 and there is no reason t o create new due diligence standards. National party committees and
federal PACs clearly fall into the latter category. These are federal organizations that do not influence
the awarding of municipal bond business and therefore should not be subject to the already broad
scope of G-37.MFPs and dealers do not influence Issuer Officials by making contributions to National
Party Committees and federal leadership PACs and there is simply no reason to subjccil these
organizations to the due diligence suggested in the Q&A. To the contrary, to the extent .that MFPs and
Dealers (or Dealer PACs) make contribulbns to national party commitlees and federal leadership PACs,
these contributions generally relate to the individual or organization's concerns regardrng federal
legislation and general political activity these contributions rarely relate in any way to lssuer Officials.
The MSRB has recited no reason for its proposed expansion of the rule. It should be sufficient, as it
is under existing MSRB guidance, to get assurances that the Dealer or MFPfscontrrbution will not be
used t o contribute t o an lssuer Official.
-

Accordingly, the Firm submits that if the SEC approves the Q&A it should simply exempt the
six national party committees and all federal leadersh~pPACs, recognizing that some level of tangential
"support" is too remote t o justify extensive due diligence before an MFP may contribute. Rule G-37
prohibits contributions to lssuer Officials, and absent political contributions being made by a dealer or
MFP to an official of an issuer, the Rule should 110tattempt lo regulate the subjective relationship
between elected officials and political commil:tees or between elected officials and dealers.
The ambiguity in the proposed Q&As, and requirement that dealers conduct due diligence
before permitting these contributions, will create uneven standards and behavior wittin the Industry.
The lack of a clear standard in the proposed Q&As has already produced varying in+erpretatons and
effects. Based on the ambiguities in the Notice, the Firm has information indicating that dealers are
permitting contributions to party committees and PACs based on differing standards, and reaching
different conclusions concerning the same .federa leadel-ship PAC. These sub~ecliveand disparate
compliance systems lead to differing policies and decisions regarding permissible actron by employees.
What is worse, however, is that the Dealer remains open to being second-guessed by the NASD or
other regulator \ ~ i t hrespect to any contribution it permits. Given the First Amendment issues at stake,
this is an area of the law where consistency is important and uneven applica-lion could result in a
violation of employees First Atmendtnent Right to contribute to a candidate of his or her choice.
C.

First Amendment Concerns

This Rule implicates the First Amendment rights of both Dealers and their employees, including
both their speech rights and their rights of association. MFPs have the right to speak, in the form of
making political contributions. MFPs also have the right to associate \ ~ i t hpolitical party organizations.
In many cases, affiliation involves .the paymen.t of dues or other moneys to the party committee. The
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interpretation of Rule G-37 promulgated in the Notice could stifle such payments, regardless of amount
or reasons, if the party committee supports an lssuer Official. To implement the policy suggested in the
Q&A, are dealers required t o enact due diligence systems that prohibit all MFPs from joining all political
parties that at any level directly or indirectly support one or a limited number of issuer officials? Should
dealers require due diligence for contributions .to federal leadership PACs and other federal PACs, even
if there is no nexus between those federal entities and state and local issuer officials? Should dealers
ban employee MFPs from joining a state party organization whose chair is the Governor of the State
if they are required to pay dues to join?
The due diligence suggested by the MSRB proposed Q&A is particutarly troublesome under the
First Amendment. Under the terms of the Q&A, ~fan employee wishes to make a contribution t o any
party committee or PAC, for example, the Republican National Committee or Democratic Nat~onal
Committee (or the National Republican Congressional Committee or Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee), the dealer should "inquirle] about and document[] the intent or rnorive [of the
employee] in making the payment." Thus, the MSRR is suggesting that the dealer should make inquiry
into personal political beliefs and create files documenting the motivations of its employees before
allowing contributions to be made. The Firm believes, based on its experience, that the majority (if not
all) employees' contributions would continue to be permissible because, t o our knowledge such
contributions seldom (if ever) relate in any way to lssuer Officials. Con1:ributionst o the RNCIDNC are
generally motivated by political participa'tion and in\tolvernent with a party, \while contributions to the
NRCC and DCCC are generally motivated by a desire t o see a political party control a House of
Congress. These are the types of motivations that the suggested due diligence will likely uncover - it
is unlikely that the due diligence suggested will reveal that MFPs are attempting to influence lssuer
Officials with these proposed contributions. However, to require an employer to make these inquiries
before an employee may make a contribution may intimidate and offend employees who are simply
attempting to exercise their Consti.tutional rights to contribute. There is simply no reason 'to require
intrusive investigation into personal political activities of Dealer employees simply because they may
work in (or supervise peo ie working in) the industry.' This important constitutional concern was not
resobed in Blount v. SEC- (111which the court upheld the constitutionality 0.f Rule G-37) because that
decision was based on a Rule that allowed contributions to parry commtttees and PACs and did not
impose a vague standard or intimidating due diligence 01-1such contributions.

P.

Quite simply, the Firm whole-heartedly supports .t.he elimination of pay-to-play prac'tices, and
does not permit direct or indirect contributions by MFPs to any lssuer Officials, except those expressly
permitted by MSRB Rule G-37. However, if the money being contributed is not being given, directly
or indirectly, to any lssuer Officials, there is no cause to restrict or inquire into the First Amendment
activities of employees.

The broad impact of t h s Rule is par"rcularly problematc when viewed w t h consderation of the
broad definition of municipal .finance professional. G-37 requlres classification of a s~qnificantn umber o.f
employees as MFPs who do liot work on a day-to-day basis in the municipal finance industry.
3
.-Rlouni \I. Securities and Exchanqe Commission, 61 F.3d 938 (D.C Cir. 1995)

2
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D.
The Rule Amendment Prohibiting Solicitation Should Be Symmetrical to the
Contributions Ban

The Notice proposes an amendment to Rule G-37 that would completely prohibit MFPs from
soliciting contributions to any state and local parly committees. However, the Q&As interpreting the
Rule permit MFPs to make contributions t o party and PAC committees pursuant to certain due diligence
requirements. It is illogical to impose a greater prohibition on soliciting contributions than on making
contributions. By definition, ] f a n MFP is permitted to make a contribution t o a political committee, that
contribution is m a n indirect contribution to an official of an issuer. Under such circumstances, what
is the basis .to prohibit MFP solicitations on behalf of that committee? Currently, Rule G-37's
prohibitions on making and soliciting contributions are symmetrical broker-dealers and MFPs are
prohibited from making or soliciting contributions to issuer officials. The same approach should be
taken in the proposed amendment by permitting broker-dealers and MFPs to solicit contributions on
behalf of state and local party committees to the same extent they are allovved to make contributions
to such committees.
--

Conclusion
Based on these concerns, the Firm believes .that the expansion 0.f the Rule suggested in the
Notice should take the form of an amendment to the Rule that sets objective and symmetrical standards
for the regulation of political contributions and solicitations. The MSRB should not accomplish a new
ban by reinterpreting existing G-37 language and requ~ringbroad-reaching due diligence systems that
will consume time and discourage legal and permissible contributions. The Firm urges the SEC to reject
the proposed Q&As which impose new, vague and unnecessary burdens on perrniss~blepolitical speech.
Thank you for soliciting comments as a part 0.f the SEC's review of the Rule. Please do not
hesitate lo call me with any questions, or if I can be of any further assistance.
Respectfully submitted,

Terry L. A.tkinson
Managing Director
Manager, Municipal Securities Group
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cc: Securities and Exchange Commission
The Honorable Christopher Cox, Chairman
The Honorable Paul 5.Atkins, Commissioner
The Honorable Roel C . Campos, Commissioner
The Honorable Cynthia A. Glassman, Commissioner
The Honorable Annette L. Nazareth, Commissioner
Giovanni P. Prezioso, General Counsel, Offrce of the General Counsel
Robert L.D. Colby, Deputy Director, Division of Market Regulation
Martha Mahan Haines, Director, Office of Municipal Securities

NASD Regulation, lnc.
Malcolm P. Northam, Director, Fixed Income Securities Regulation
Marc Menchel, General Counsel
Sharon K. Zacltula, Assistant General Counsel
Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board
Christopher A. Taylor, Executive Direcror
Diane G. I<linke,General Counsel

The Bond Marker Association
Leslie M. Norwood, \/ice President and Assistant General Counsel
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